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Web 2.0: A Strategy Guide: Business thinking and strategies behind successful Web 2.0 implementationsO'Reilly, 2008
Web 2.0 makes headlines, but how does it make money? This concise guide explains what's different about Web 2.0 and how those differences can improve your company's bottom line. Whether you're an executive plotting the next move, a small business owner looking to expand, or an entrepreneur planning a startup, Web 2.0: A Strategy Guide illustrates...
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Python Network Programming: Conquer all your networking challenges with the powerful Python languagePackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Power up your network applications with Python programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Master Python skills to develop powerful network applications
	
			Grasp the fundamentals and functionalities of SDN
	
			Design multi-threaded, event-driven architectures for echo and chat...
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Hadoop Operations and Cluster Management CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	We are facing an avalanche of data. The unstructured data we gather can contain many insights that could hold the key to business success or failure. Harnessing the ability to analyze and process this data with Hadoop is one of the most highly sought after skills in today's job market. Hadoop, by combining the computing and storage powers...
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Artificial Intelligence Basics: A Non-Technical IntroductionApress, 2019

	
		Artificial intelligence touches nearly every part of your day. While you may initially assume that technology such as smart speakers and digital assistants are the extent of it, AI has in fact rapidly become a general-purpose technology, reverberating across industries including transportation, healthcare, financial services, and...
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jQuery: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2009
jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web development. Many companies are using jQuery including: Amazon, Google, Twitter, Bank of America, BBC, ESPN, CBS News, Digg, Reuters, IBM, Netflix, Dell, Oracle, Slashdot, Tecnorati, and Intuit.

Even casual web designers,...
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The Myths of InnovationO'Reilly, 2010




...
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The Official ScratchJr Book: Help Your Kids Learn to CodeNo Starch Press, 2015

	ScratchJr is a free, introductory computer programming language that runs on iPads, Android tablets, Amazon tablets, and Chromebooks. Inspired by Scratch, the wildly popular programming language used by millions of children worldwide, ScratchJr helps even younger kids create their own playful animations, interactive stories, and dynamic...
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Basic Electrical Installation Work, Fifth Edition: Level 2 City & Guilds 2330 Technical CertificateNewnes, 2008

	"A must read book for beginners, DIYers & electricians alike" (Amazon.co.uk customer review of the previous edition, Sep 2006)

	

	Covers all electrical installation trainees need to know for the Level 2 certificate

	

	Trevor Linsley's textbooks have helped thousands of students to...
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Brand Stretch: Why 1 in 2 extensions fail, and how to beat the odds: A brandgym workoutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
“This is essentially a useful guide for brand managers in organisations without long-term wisdom.” (Brand Strategy, May 2004)
 “If this review were to be only two words, they would be 'Buy this!' [this] book is an essential, authoritative and easy-to-understand..” (Media Week 4 May 2004) 

"...an admirable...
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Build Your Own AJAX Web ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2006

	AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a new approach for developing web applications. It essentially permits users to interact with a Webpage without forcing a slow & tedious reload of the entire page after every action. This means web applications become more responsive, easier to use, and more intuitive. Build Your Own Ajax Web...
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The Fundamentals of MarketingAva Publishing, 2009

	This book describes how marketing organizations successfully move from product concept to the creation of a successful brand, and explains the key tools used to develop branding. It introduces selling theories and the principles of consumer behaviour, and documents the creation and development of brands using real-world examples. It goes on...
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Easy PHP Websites with the Zend FrameworkW.J. Gilmore, 2009
  Recently revised for Zend Framework 1.9!, and combining 14 chapters containing 300 pages of instruction with access to almost 5 hours of online video, Easy PHP Websites with the Zend Framework is the ultimate learning guide to building powerful websites with the world's most popular Web development language.  
...
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